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Changing Lives One Book At a Time
(Atlanta, GA, July 10, 2003) – When the National Book Club Conference convenes in Atlanta, August 1-3 at the
Westin North Atlanta hotel, several best-selling authors will share their writing experiences with book clubs
from around the nation. Local author, Natasha Munson will be there to discuss going from manuscript to store
shelves in just two months, as she became a model and author for iUniverse, the world’s largest print on-demand
publisher. Munson will also speak about the launch of the first inspirational line of books for young, black
women.
Life Lessons for My Black Girls: How to Make Wise Choices and Live a Life You Love! offers warm
encouragement and refreshingly straightforward guidance. Munson shares the lessons of her life, discussing
abusive relationships, single parenthood, heartache, death, careers and spirituality.
“So many of our young girls are misguided and uninformed, we have to speak to them. We have to prepare
them. We cannot pretend forever that they are cute little girls. They will be women soon enough and the more
preparation we give them, the more they will know. An informed woman is powerful. So my goal is to tell them
the truth about life and the lessons I have learned,” said Munson.
Author and networking expert George Fraser added, “Life Lessons for My Black Girls simplifies success and
offers choices in a language everyone can understand. I was inspired by Natasha’s insight and wisdom. This
little book is a must read for all those who are serious about success at home, at work, and in the community.”
The mission of the National Book Club Conference is to advance literacy among kids via the institution of book
clubs in the nation’s public school systems. “This conference is a perfect fit,” says Munson. “My goal is to
empower the community one spirit at a time and with NBCC all the authors will be able to help change a life
one book at a time.”
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